An Evening with Shaman Foster Perry
Friday, September 22nd 7pm - 8:30pm , $40

Foster will speak on our collective futures, how to find balance &
meaning in the days ahead & the spiritual purpose of these
challenging times. Foster is deeply connected to the higher realm
and always brings a profound and far-reaching perspective to the
events happening in our world and our individual lives.
Foster Perry has travelled the world studying, teaching and practicing the joy of self-healing
for more than 20 years. After graduating from Georgetown University, he moved to New York
City to study art, design and psychology. It was there that his life reached a turning point when
he was struck by lightning. This event served as Fosters calling, compelling him to leave his
life, his family, and his friends and embark on a life long study of spiritual traditions and
practices around the world. Foster studied ritual, ceremony and healing with Shamans in the
South Western United States and South America. He now synthesizes his extensive knowledge
of Native American, South American, Asian and European healing traditions with spiritual
practices into what has come to be known as Hummingbird Medicine, a transformative
teaching modality. Hummingbird Medicine aids the participants in healing their wounds, and
releasing their fears, freeing them to experience again their love, their life, and their divine joy.
Foster works as a ceremonial leader, workshop facilitator, author and recording artist and his
Hummingbird Healing Technique has earned him respect around the world.

“Our  work  in  this  world  has  
blossomed  and  is  a  giﬅ  6om  
the  Divine.  Join  us  for  a  
jour=ey  of  int?ospective  
t?avel  into  your  core  
personalitB  and  soul.”    
~  Foster  Per?B

2-Day Healing Workshop & Special Teachings
With Foster Perry & Kristos
Saturday & Sunday, September 23 & 24th,10am - 8pm
In this group setting, each person will receive their own reading & healing with Kristos &
Foster. Kristos gives a reading of the Aura and of karmic patterns of the soul. This includes
the exact past lives that affect this incarnation, the connection from other incarnations with
family, marriage partners and children and all other important patterns or events whatever is relevant to the healing. The spiritual reading is practical, informative, and
regenerative. The clairvoyant medical readings are included to know what is going on in
your body and to find peace through healing on all levels - physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual. Following the reading, Foster will give an in depth clearing & healing. This is an
amazingly transformative experience to get to the bottom of your issues, and to know the
direction and purpose of your life.
$365. Vegan soup provided. Please bring a snack to share.

Register at The Island Heron
401.560.0411 ~ ISLANDHERON.COM ~ 34 NARRAGANSETT AVE. JAMESTOWN, RI

